


USEFUL TOOLS

• Set of Allen Keys

• Wrench

• Screwdriver



STEP 1
Remove all packing material

• Remove all packing material to prepare for 
assembly

• Note that the little tube (see red circle) 
encasing the fixture at the end of the 
steering rod is packing material and should 
be removed



STEP 2
Assemble frame and steering

• Put the steering rod in to the frame and open 
the lever. If the steering rod is a bit difficult to 
push in to the tube, use an Allen Key to 
loosen the fixture in the steering rod a bit

• Secure the steering rod in the frame using an 
Allen Key. Note that the brakes should be 
facing forward. Align and center the steering 
rod before firmly securing it



STEP 2
Note: 6 degree angle

• PLEASE NOTE: To make the steering rod
vertical, the insertion rod in to the frame is 
welded with a 6 degree angle. This creates a 
small angle between the steering and the 
frame, see fig. A.

• The angle allows for more space on the 
platform. See bottom image for a view of 
what the scooter would look like without the 
6 degree angle

6 Degree Angle

With 6 degree angle

Without 6 degree angle

Fig A.



STEP 2
Assemble frame and steering

• Close the lever and ensure that it closes 
tightly but that it is not so tight you cannot 
close it. The lever can be tightened or 
loosened with the nut (see red arrow) 
underneath the spring

• You can adjust the height of the handlebar 
using the latch on the side of the steering 
rod. This can also be tightened using the nut 
(see blue arrow).  IMPORTANT NOTE – do 
not exceed the height of the markings on 
the steering rod, these markings should not 
be visible (see black arrow)



STEP 3
Attach the wheels

• Open the quick release on the brakes 

• Attach the wheels ensuring that the tire 
direction should be rolling in the correct 
direction. You can see the tire direction on 
the tires



STEP 3
Attach the wheels

• Center the wheel and fully secure the nuts.

• Close the quick release for the brakes



STEP 4
Adjust the brakes

• Center the brake pads by 
tightening or untightening the 
screw that adjusts spring 
tension on either brake. Small 
adjustments to these screws 
will center the brakes



APPENDIX – Detailed 
adjustment of brakes

• Your scooter should come with brakes 
already assembled and centered, however 
they may have shifted during transport or 
you may want to know more about how to 
align and center the brakes in more detail. 
These steps take you through that process.

• Adjusting v brakes can be a bit tricky and if 
you are struggling there are a lot of great 
videos on YouTube detailing how to adjust 
the brakes. These two are really good:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hg6s596P
PRY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMa9Uq
Y9obk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hg6s596PPRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMa9UqY9obk


Attaching the brake cable

Attach the brake cable to the handle inserting 
the cable anchor in to the anchor slot. Then pull 
on the brake cable to expose the cable wire 
inside the casing. Keep pulling and align and 
insert the wire along the handle and the barrel 
adjuster then release. (NOTE: on the Kimura 
model the brake cable should go through the 
hole in the handle to secure the anchor)



Adjusting the brakes

• Adjust the height of the brake handles to the desired 
level

• Open the barrel adjuster by turning it counter 
clockwise

• Align the brake pads against the rims



Adjust the brakes -
continued
• Close the quick release and tighten the brake cable 

while pushing the brake pads against the rim and 
pull the cable tighter and secure it with an Allen Key

• Squeeze the brake on the handle bar and it should 
be able to move but stop about two fingers away 
from the handle. If it is too tight, tighten the barrel 
adjusters which untightens the brake cable. If you 
can squeeze the break all the way to the handle 
repeat step v. above

• Adjust the brake pads so they are aligned correctly 
to touch the rim only and not the tire



Adjust the spring tension

• Center the brake pads by tightening 
or untightening the screw that 
adjusts spring tension on either 
brake. Small adjustments to these 
screws will center the brakes


